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 Greetings!, 
As a world leader in extrusion technology we at OMAV are
pleased to send you our March 2015 Newsletter.
 
In this Newsletter we discuss our new ePuller Solution. We
are evolving our proven Direct Drive Puller to the next
level with an all electric puller. We feel that this is the
future for highly reliable pullers. We are here to answer
any questions you may have and look forward to hearing
from you.

Sincerely,
Giulia Bertoli
VP Sales & Marketing
Learn More.

OMAV ePuller
The Future of Puller Design

Conventional pullers rely on the use of an on-board hydraulic units with tank and typically a gear
pump to allow for puller motions such as jaw clamping and
puller arm movements.

On-board hydraulic systems can be the source of problems,
they are subject to constant movements and vibration. They can
be difficult to troubleshoot and result in press stoppages and
downtime.

To overcome these challenges OMAV introduces its ePuller
solution. Three precision servo motors are used to actuate the
puller jaws and control puller arm up and down motions as well
as rotation.  

Advantages:
- Elimination of on-board hydraulics
- Better synchronization of movement
- Faster actuation

OMAV currently offers the ePuller as an option to our
standard hydraulic puller. Going into 2015 the following
customers have already chosen OMAV's ePuller - 

- Metra Italy (8" Pressline)
- FABAL Turkey (40MN Pressline)
- CUPRUM Mexico (150kg Double Overhead Puller)
- ALEXANDRIA-MIDAMERICA - (10"/11" Double Puller)
- ASEN METALS Turkey (Double Overhead Puller)
- ASTAS Turkey (Double Overhead Puller)

http://your.website.address.here
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018kSoEi6si-mmfaRXnG8J67nyiOliBxdAywwLwHDY6Ft-HPXFJSV8y7O_uBeVZCJZ8lCgLycTGSiLJYGHi6-kiuwdCmcLHGpURD3QGPMfA6E1yKOErE52TcihrJ0PHGauj_ZHy06qOkhhHBJ1lCszURVtpjKPD1NZ&c=&ch=


Learn more.

OMAV Direct Drive Pullers
Chainfree reliability

Since 2000 OMAV has produced over 120 puller system that feature our Direct Drive System. In
this system the puller is powered directly by an
on-board servo motor that drives a pinion gear
matched to a precision gear rack.

Advantages:
- No chain/cable/belt maintenance
required
- Faster puller speeds possible

Together with the ePuller OMAV now
introduces an innovative alternative to the
gear rack. A stationary chain is mated with the
drive pinion. The operating principle is the same
as with the precision gear rack with the following
advantages:

- Fixed chain is self aligning
- Installation times are reduced

Learn more.
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